Fixed eigenvalues {i.e., fixed modes} present obstacles to the decentralized stabilization and decentralized spectrum assignment of a multi-channel linear system, because they will appear in the closed-loop spectrum of the system with any given finite dimensional linear time-invariant decentralized control. This paper introduces a simple approach to fully avoid the fixed eigenvalues of a jointly controllable and jointly observable multi-channel linear system using two techniques: state space extension and distributed control. State space extension means to add auxiliary integrators to channels and distributed control is to allow local communication between neighboring channels. It will be shown that if the neighbor graph associated with the channels is strongly connected, this approach can synthesize an augmented multi-channel linear system which has no fixed eigenvalues, regardless of bounded communication delays.
I. INTRODUCTION
A multi-channel linear system is of the forṁ
where A ∈ IR n×n , B i ∈ IR n×mi , C i ∈ IR pi×n , and k > 1 is the number of channels. Let k {1, 2, . . . , k}. It is clear that each channel i ∈ k knows the system coefficient matrices A, B i , and C i , has access to the control input u i , and is able to measure the output signal y i . The classical "decentralized control" [1] , [2] of (1) imposes the restriction that the measurement output y i of each channel i ∈ k can be fed back to only its corresponding control input u i , possibly through a linear dynamic controller. Wang and Davison [1] showed that no matter what these feedback controllers might be, as long as they are finite dimensional and linear time-invariant (LTI), the spectrum of the resulting closed-loop system contains a fixed subset of eigenvalues depending only on A, the B i 's and the C i 's for all i ∈ k, which they elected to called the set of "fixed modes" of the system. In the sequel, we will use the term "fixed eigenvalues", because technically modes are not eigenvalues. Roughly speaking, the fixed eigenvalues of (1), are the the eigenvalues of A that cannot be shifted with the decentralized output feedback laws u i = F i y i , i ∈ k. That is, a complex number λ is a fixed eigenvalue of (1) if λ ∈ Fi∈IR m i ×p i i∈k
This work was supported by National Science Foundation grant n. 1607101.00 and US Air Force grant n. FA9550- 16 where σ(·) denotes the spectrum. Since the F i 's can be zero, a fixed eigenvalue of (1) is clearly an eigenvalue of A. If the right-hand side of (2) is an empty set, the system is said to have no fixed eigenvalues.
Interestingly enough, the set of fixed eigenvalues (including multiplicity) of (1) is proved to be the same as the subset of eigenvalues of A not shiftable with any finite dimensional LTI decentralized controller [1] . It means that the fixed eigenvalues are always contained in the resulting closed-loop spectrum, which presents obstacles to the decentralized stabilization and decentralized spectrum assignment problems treated in [1] , [2] . As a result, a necessary and sufficient condition for decentralized stabilization of (1) via a decentralized LTI control is that the fixed eigenvalues are all stable [1] . Furthermore, a necessary and sufficient condition for "free" assignability of an overall closed-loop spectrum of (1) via a decentralized LTI control is that the system has no fixed eigenvalues [2] . However, it should be noted that unlike the centralized case, free spectrum assignability in the decentralized case presumes that the overall spectrum admits a suitable partition into a finite number of symmetric sets, the partition being determined by the strongly connected components in a suitably defined directed graph of (1) [2] . This point will be further elaborated in the paragraph below Theorem 1 of Section III.
From the preceding there is no doubt that fixed eigenvalues play a central role in the decentralized control of multi-channel linear systems. However, it is computationally intractable to check by the definition in (2) whether λ ∈ σ(A) is a fixed eigenvalue of (1). A convenient test for this is given in [3] . As it will be used a few times in this paper, we explicitly cite the test below. Let S = {i 1 , i 2 , . . . , i s } ⊂ k with i 1 < i 2 < · · · < i s ; the complement of S in k is denoted by
It has been recognized that some fixed eigenvalues are less "fixed" than others. More specifically, some fixed eigenvalues of (1) can be avoided with appropriately defined linear timevarying periodic decentralized control [4] , [5] , with sampling strategy [6] , [7] , or with other techniques [8] - [10] . The remaining fixed eigenvalues, called the firmly fixed eigenvalues, are characterized previously in [11] where they are called the "quotient fixed modes". The influence of the firmly fixed eigenvalues cannot be eliminated with any decentralized control even if it is time-varying and/or nonlinear.
Fortunately, that is not the case when the decentralized restriction is relaxed a little bit. It is observed in [12] , [13] that all fixed eigenvalues may be avoided when communication is allowed between neighboring channels. However, the problems in [12] , [13] implicitly assume that the neighbor relations of channels can be freely designed, which is usually not the case in real physical systems where the neighbor relations are determined by physical distances between channels. Thus it is assumed in this paper that the neighbor relations of channels are given in the problem formulation. Those fixed eigenvalues of (1) in the uncontrollable spectrum of (A, B k ) {respectively, in the unobservable spectrum of (C k , A)} are apparently not controllable {respectively, not observable} through any channel. This paper shows that all fixed eigenvalues of (1) except those in the uncontrollable spectrum of (A, B k ) or in the unobservable spectrum of (C k , A) can be avoided using a simple method, provided that the "neighbor graph" associated with the channels is strongly connected.
II. MOTIVATION AND PROBLEM FORMULATION
The popular distributed control of multi-agent systems and sensor networks studies a class of problems which usually request all agents or sensors in a network to cooperatively perform specific tasks based on the information each agent/sensor detects or receives from its "neighbors" in the network. It not only enhances the robustness of the systems in general, but also sometimes can solve problems that are difficult or impossible for an individual agent or sensor to solve. In a certain sense, distributed control lies somewhere in the middle of the "spectrum" with two extremes of centralized control and decentralized control at either end. Inspired by a recent result [14] which shows that the fixed eigenvalues of (1) can be circumvented by means of a distributed state observer based feedback control, this paper identifies the key techniques for fixed eigenvalue elimination, namely state space extension and distributed control {or local communication}, and introduces a simple approach to avoid fixed eigenvalues without building a distributed observer. A detailed analysis of the two techniques is given below, which indicates that both of them are essential.
State space extension means to extend the state space of the original system (1) by adding an appropriate number of auxiliary integrators to each channel [1] , [15] . As noted in [1] and in Section VI of [15] , the technique of state space extension alone does not help with the elimination of fixed eigenvalues.
On the other hand, without using auxiliary integrators to extend the state space, a distributed control which allows each channel i ∈ k to share only its measurement signal y i within a given neighborhood may still result in a system with fixed eigenvalues. This point will be illustrated by an example.
Before giving the example, some terms need to be defined. A k-channel linear system {A, B i , C i ; k} given by (1) is said to be jointly controllable and jointly observable if the matrix pairs (A, B k ) and (C k , A) involving all channels are controllable and observable, respectively. In the context of distributed control, each channel can receive information from its neighboring channels, which are usually physically closed to it. For i, j ∈ k, i = j, channel j is called a neighbor of channel i if channel i can receive information from channel j. Note that neighbor relations need not be symmetric. Let N i ⊂ k denote the set of labels of channel i's neighbors excluding itself. In this paper, it is assumed that each channel's neighbors are given and do not change with time. The neighbor graph N of the system is a directed graph defined on k vertices, one for each channel, with an arc from vertex j to vertex i whenever channel j is a neighbor of channel i. Thus a given N is assumed to be fixed over time throughout this paper. The next question to ask is what information should the channels send to each other in order to avoid the fixed eigenvalues, which will be discussed in the following example.
Suppose we are given a jointly controllable and jointly observable 3-channel system
with a cyclic neighbor graph shown in Figure 1 . If there is no state space extension, each channel j ∈ k can share only its measurement signal y j within a neighborhood. A convenient way to model the case where channel i ∈ k knows all of its neighbors' measurement signals is to expand channel i's output coefficient matrix to include C j for all j ∈ N i . In this 3-channel system example, the expanded output coefficient matrices are respectivelȳ
It is easy to check that
then it follows from Proposition 1 that system {A, B i ,C i ; 3} has a fixed eigenvalue of 1. This example demonstrates that sharing only the measurement outputs y i across N is not sufficient to avoid all fixed eigenvalues of a jointly controllable and jointly observable multi-channel linear system, even if N is strongly connected. That is, the sole technique of distributed control does not work. From the above discussion, it is clear that neither state space extension nor distributed control is sufficient for our purpose. Now we are ready to formulate the problem. Let {A, B i , C i ; k} given by (1) be a jointly controllable and jointly observable kchannel linear system with a fixed neighbor graph N. Suppose each channel i ∈ k can receive the current value of each of its neighbor's extended state vector, the problem of interest is to find conditions on the neighbor graph and on the number of auxiliary integrators added to each channel such that the augmented k-channel linear system has no fixed eigenvalues. The discrete-time version of the problem in the presence of communication delays is also considered in this paper.
The results for continuous-time systems without delays and for discrete-time systems with delays are presented in Section III and Section IV, respectively.
III. CONTINUOUS-TIME SYSTEM WITHOUT DELAYS
In this section, it will be shown that the fixed eigenvalues of a jointly controllable and jointly observable multi-channel linear system can be fully avoided with a combination of state space extension and distributed control.
For each i ∈ k, suppose n i auxiliary integrators are added to channel i. So in addition to the n-dimensional state space, channel i now has an auxiliary state space of dimension n i . Let z i ∈ IR ni be channel i's auxiliary state vector. Let
be the extended state vector of dimension n + n a . Leṫ
where v i ∈ IR ni is the input of the integrators at channel i. Letū
be the augmented open-loop control input for channel i. In the setting of distributed control, each channel i can receive the current value of z j from each of its neighbors j ∈ N i . If
As channel i knows the current value of z Ni , the augmented measurement outputȳ i for channel i is
For each i ∈ k, let e i denote the ith unit column vector in IR k , which has 1 in the ith entry and has 0 in all other entries. Let E i be the n a × n i matrix defined as follows, which can be regarded as the "expanded" version of e i .
Then the augmented k-channel linear system iṡ
and denotes the transpose of a matrix.
A. Strongly Connected Neighbor Graph N
Suppose the neighbor graph N of (1) is strongly connected so that the information from any channel can reach any other channel. A sufficient condition on the dimension n i of each channel i's auxiliary state space will be derived, which guarantees that the augmented system {Ā,B i ,C i ; k} given by (4) and (5) has no fixed eigenvalues. In view of Proposition 1, the idea is to make n i large enough to compensate for the rank deficiency induced by fixed eigenvalues.
Theorem 1: Let {A, B i , C i ; k} given by (1) be an ndimensional, jointly controllable and jointly observable kchannel linear system, which has a strongly connected neighbor graph N. Suppose each channel i ∈ k contains n i auxiliary integrators. If
the augmented k-channel linear system {Ā,B i ,C i ; k} given by (4) and (5) has no fixed eigenvalues.
Proof of Theorem 1: For S ⊂ k, let N S i∈S N i . With suitable elementary row and column operations, it is not hard to see that
If S = k, as {A, B i , C i ; k} is jointly controllable, it holds for any λ ∈ l C that
Similarly, if S = ∅, as {A, B i , C i ; k} is jointly observable, it holds for any λ ∈ l C that
If S is a nonempty proper subset of k, k − S is also a nonempty proper subset of k. As the associated neighbor graph N is strongly connected, there exists i ∈ N k−S ∩ S such that
By (6) and (7), it holds for any λ ∈ l C that
Therefore, by Proposition 1, the augmented k-channel linear system {Ā,B i ,C i ; k} has no fixed eigenvalues.
If a multi-channel linear system has no fixed eigenvalues and its graph defined in [2] (not the neighbor graph!) is strongly connected, by Theorem 5 of [2] , with controllers of appropriate dimensions the closed-loop spectrum can be freely assigned to any single properly sized symmetric set of complex numbers rather than a partition of two or more symmetric sets. Next, it will be shown that this is indeed the case for the augmented system {Ā,B i ,C i ; k} when the neighbor graph N of the original system {A, B i , C i ; k} is strongly connected. To differentiate from the neighbor graph N, the graph in [2] will be called the "transfer graph" T, because its arcs are determined by the transfer matrices between channels. The transfer graph T of a k-channel linear system {A, B i , C i ; k} is a directed graph which has k vertices, one for each channel, and has an arc from vertex j to vertex i whenever the transfer matrix C i (λI −A) −1 B j from u j to y i is nonzero. As Theorem 1 states that with appropriate numbers of auxiliary integrators, the augmented system {Ā,B i ,C i ; k} has no fixed eigenvalues, our next goal is to verify free assignability of its closedloop spectrum to any single properly sized symmetric set of complex numbers by showing that the transfer graphT of {Ā,B i ,C i ; k} is strongly connected.
The union of two directed graphs G 1 = {V, E 1 } and G 2 = {V, E 2 } with the same vertex set is defined to be the graph
Lemma 1: The transfer graphT of the augmented system {Ā,B i ,C i ; k} given by (4) and (5) is strongly connected if and only if the union of the transfer graph T and the neighbor graph N of the original system {A, B i , C i ; k} given by (1) is strongly connected.
Proof of Lemma 1: In view of (5), for i, j ∈ k, i = j, C i (λI−Ā) −1B j = 0 if and only if either C i (λI−A) −1 B j = 0 or E Ni E j = 0. ThusT has an arc from vertex j to vertex i if and only if the graph union T ∪ N has an arc from vertex j to vertex i.
Corollary 1: Under the same conditions as in Theorem 1, with suitable controllers of appropriate dimensions, the closedloop spectrum of the augmented k-channel linear system {Ā,B i ,C i ; k} given by (4) and (5) can be freely assigned to any single properly sized symmetric set of complex numbers. Proof of Corollary 1: By Theorem 1 and Lemma 1, the augmented system {Ā,B i ,C i ; k} has no fixed eigenvalues and its transfer graphT is strongly connected. It follows from [2] that there exist matricesF i , i ∈ k, of appropriate sizes such that the k-channel linear system {Ā+ i∈kB iFiCi ,B i ,C i ; k} is controllable and observable through any channel. Therefore, with suitably designed controllers [16] , the closed-loop spectrum of {Ā,B i ,C i ; k} can be freely assigned to any single properly sized symmetric set of complex numbers.
B. Not Strongly Connected Neighbor Graph N
Suppose a k-channel linear system {A, B i , C i ; k} given by (1) is jointly controllable, jointly observable, and has a neighbor graph N which is not strongly connected. Then there exists at least one nonempty proper subset S ⊂ k such that there are no arcs in N from the vertices in S to the vertices in k − S, i.e., N k−S ∩ S = ∅ or N k−S ⊂ k − S. It follows from (7) that given such a subset S,
By Proposition 1, for the augmented system {Ā,B i ,C i ; k} given by (4) and (5) to have no fixed eigenvalues, it is necessary that (8) holds for every nonempty proper subset S ⊂ k which satisfies N k−S ∩ S = ∅. Therefore, a necessary condition on N for the augmented system {Ā,B i ,C i ; k} to have no fixed eigenvalues is that N k−S ∩ S = ∅ for every nonempty proper subset S ⊂ k which does not satisfy (8) . If (6) holds, this necessary condition on N is also sufficient, as implied by the proof of Theorem 1. The proceeding observations are summarized below. Theorem 2: Let {A, B i , C i ; k} given by (1) be an ndimensional, jointly controllable and jointly observable kchannel linear system, which has a neighbor graph N. Suppose each channel i ∈ k contains n i auxiliary integrators and (6) holds. The augmented k-channel linear system {Ā,B i ,C i ; k} given by (4) and (5) has no fixed eigenvalues if and only if N k−S ∩ S = ∅ for every subset S ⊂ k which satisfies rank λI n − A B S C k−S 0 < n for some λ ∈ σ(A) (9) Note that Theorem 2 reduces to Theorem 1 when N is strongly connected.
If the conditions in Theorem 2 and Lemma 1 are satisfied, the augmented system {Ā,B i ,C i ; k} has no fixed eigenvalues and its transfer graphT is strongly connected. Thus with suitable controllers, the closed-loop spectrum of {Ā,B i ,C i ; k} can be freely assigned to any single properly sized symmetric set of complex numbers rather than a partition of two or more symmetric sets, as explained in the proof of Corollary 1.
IV. DISCRETE-TIME SYSTEM WITH DELAYS
Everything that has been derived so far for continuous-time systems also holds for discrete-time systems. Now suppose there are communication delays so that each channel can receive only a delayed value of each of its neighbor's auxiliary state vector. Although the communication delays may vary with neighboring channels and time, it is assumed that there is an upper bound on the delays. Let d > 0 be the maximum delay across all arcs on the neighbor graph N and over all time. In this section, it will be shown that with minor adjustments to the augmented system, the results remain the same regardless of the delays.
A discrete-time k-channel linear system is of the form
where A ∈ IR n×n , B i ∈ IR n×mi , and C i ∈ IR pi×n . Suppose the system is jointly controllable, jointly observable, and has a neighbor graph N which may or may not be strongly connected. Just like before, let z i ∈ IR ni be channel i's auxiliary state vector. Let z ∈ IR na be the stacked vector of the z i 's, i.e.,
With communication delays, let
. . .
be the extended state vector of dimension n + n a + dn a . As
the augmented open-loop control inputū i for channel i is
Suppose each channel i is aware of the exact time when each of its neighbor j's auxiliary state vector z j is generated, possibly through a timestamp attached to z j . For example, at time t, channel i receives z j (t − 1) from its neighbor j, then channel i knows not only the value of z j (t − 1) but also the time t − 1 associated with it. Note that this assumption allows the possibility that the communication delays between the same pair of neighboring channels may change over time.
With the knowledge of the maximum delay d, channel i can keep track of the delayed value z Ni (t − d) at any time t. As channel i also knows z i (t − d), the augmented measurement outputȳ i is defined as
Thus the augmented k-channel linear system is
Not surprisingly, communication delays do not affect the results in the sense that all results in Section III still hold.
Theorem 3: Let {A, B i , C i ; k} given by (10) be an ndimensional, jointly controllable and jointly observable kchannel linear system, which has a neighbor graph N. Suppose each channel i ∈ k contains n i auxiliary integrators and (6) holds. The augmented k-channel linear system {Ā,B i ,C i ; k} given by (11) and (12) has no fixed eigenvalues if and only if N k−S ∩ S = ∅ for every subset S ⊂ k which satisfies (9) . Proof of Theorem 3: With suitable elementary row and column operations, it is not hard to see that
(Necessity) If {Ā,B i ,C i ; k} has no fixed eigenvalues and S satisfies (9), by Proposition 1 and equation (13),
(Sufficiency) If S = k or S = ∅, as {A, B i , C i ; k} is jointly controllable and jointly observable, it holds for any λ ∈ l C that
Now let S be a nonempty proper subset of k. If S satisfies (8), in view of (13), it holds for any λ ∈ l C that rank λI −ĀB S C k−S 0 ≥ n + n a + dn a If S satisfies (9), there exists i ∈ N k−S ∩ S. By (6) and (13), it holds for any λ ∈ l C that rank λI −ĀB S C k−S 0 ≥ rank λI n − A B S C k−S 0 + dn a + i∈S n i + i∈k−S n i + min i∈k n i ≥ n + n a + dn a Therefore, by Proposition 1, the augmented k-channel linear system {Ā,B i ,C i ; k} has no fixed eigenvalues.
Lemma 2: The transfer graphT of the augmented system {Ā,B i ,C i ; k} given by (11) and (12) is strongly connected if and only if the union of the transfer graph T and the neighbor graph N of the original system {A, B i , C i ; k} given by (10) is strongly connected. Proof of Lemma 2: In view of (12), for i, j ∈ k, i = j, C i (λI−Ā) −1B j = 0 if and only if either C i (λI−A) −1 B j = 0 or
By the definition of T, C i (λI − A) −1 B j = 0 if and only if T has an arc from vertex j to vertex i. It is well known that the transfer matrix C(λI − A) −1 B = 0 if and only if CA r B = 0 for some non-negative integer r. So (14) holds if and only if
for some r. As this is true if and only if E Ni E j = 0, (14) simply means j ∈ N i . ThusT has an arc from vertex j to vertex i if and only if the graph union T ∪ N has an arc from vertex j to vertex i. If the conditions in Theorem 3 and Lemma 2 are satisfied, with suitable controllers, the closed-loop spectrum of the augmented system {Ā,B i ,C i ; k} can be freely assigned to any single properly sized symmetric set of complex numbers.
V. CONCLUDING REMARKS
This paper establishes a simple construction to fully avoid the fixed eigenvalues of a jointly controllable and jointly observable multi-channel linear system using both techniques of state space extension and distributed control. It is worth pointing out that as long as the condition on the neighbor graph N of the system is satisfied, the only centralized information for each channel to know is the maximum communication delay d and the non-negative integer 
